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Welcome to the last edition of Benchmarks for 2014. This year has certainly rocked on by and winter is 
suddenly upon us. We would like to take this opportunity to thank our NMPS president, Amanda Allred, 
for her hard work and efforts at the helm in what was probably a difficult and trying time. I hope that she 
will still be involved in our organization given her dedication on display during her tenure. I thoroughly 
enjoyed Amanda's last 'President's Angle' take on the GIS industry and how the surveying profession must 
sit up and take note. I urge you to join host Curt Sumner as he welcomes Gary Kent and Bruce Joffe to 
discuss the current dialogue that is taking place about the role of surveyors in GIS during his broadcast 
of NSPS Radio Hour — Oct. 27, 11 a.m. EDT.(one can tune in even after the event - (americaswebradio.
com).

Since we are all in overload mode might I mention that we have the following in play; GIS is here to 
stay in a big way. There are those that are thinking ahead and maybe out of the box (to some) as to how 
to address the biggest gripe regarding GIS (from a surveyors perspective), i.e. the accuracy of what we 
as surveyors need to see come out of this. I refer you to Earl Burkholder’s article regarding the models 
and standards that need to come into play and his further insight as to how to deal with 'big data'- direct 
yourself on to his website (and others) for further interesting reading. The way we achieve these accura-
cies/standards will no doubt come to fruition one day, agree or disagree with him but this needs to happen 
sooner rather than later.

We also welcome back our old friend John Stock with a well reasoned promotion of education. This ties in 
well with Glen Thurow's article by way of and thanks to "The American Surveyor" publication, I listened 
to Glen's talk on Curt Sumner's radio hour and was mightily impressed. The CST program is on a good 
footing thanks to Glen and others involved with this educational program. We would like to thank and 
welcome Kyle Walker from the NMSU student chapter with some news regarding that body. Thank you 
to all those that submitted interesting photos, keep them coming.

We look forward to meeting and working with Chris Medina and David Acosta and wish them well in 
planning the conference for next year. See you then.

Barry
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President’s Angle
2014 NMPS President

Amanda Allred, PS     October 2014

it surveyed”.  I would like to propose taking another look at the GIS epidemic though.  At one time or another 
I myself might have considered it a passing fad, but it is safe to say that it is hardly going anywhere at this 
point.  This monster of an industry is only gaining more and more momentum. 

       As part of my undergraduate work I was very fortunate to be able to attend both New Mexico State 
University and the University of Alaska Anchorage.  A portion of my studies at UAA included taking 
ArcView/GIS classes in Anchorage.  In fact, UAA actually offers three emphasis areas within the Geo-
matics Bachelor of Science program including: Surveying, Geospatial Science or Geo-developer.  They 
are an ABET accredited institution that also offers Associates of Applied Science degrees in Geomatics, 
a Certificate in GIS, and a minor in GIS.  Please see the following website for further information: http://
www.uaa.alaska.edu/geomatics/.

      By combining the GIS and land surveying programs under Geomatics at UAA their land surveying 
students are being exposed to not only the basics of GIS but also intermediate GIS, spatial GIS data 
structures, GIS spatial analysis, GIS spatial data management, and high density spatial GIS data analysis. 
These classes are not only giving them a working knowledge of what GIS professionals “do” on a daily 
basis but they will also have insight into the GIS industry itself. This exposure will hopefully help to de-
crease the fear and intimidation factor so many of us land surveyors feel toward GIS. 

       On the other hand the GIS students who are pursuing either a BS or AAS degree or certificate in GIS 
are also simultaneously getting exposed to the fundamentals of land surveying, boundary law, and geod-
esy and map projections, along with engineering practices.   By getting exposed to the principles of land 
surveying first hand by professional surveyors as adjunct professors and university geomatics facility and 
staff alike, those students have a broader understanding of the limitations of GIS.  These limitations include 
not being able to conduct land surveying without a license, the need for actual fieldwork conducted on the 
ground for surveying tracts of land, the different accuracies obtainable for GIS grade GPS vs. survey grade 
GPS among many others.  The potential benefits of the GIS student getting educated about the limitations 
of his or her chosen field first hand from us as land surveyors are overwhelming to say the least!

      The broad exposure and education of both traditional surveying students as well as GIS students is 
beneficial in the long term for both professions. It is also having an overwhelming positive effect on the 
number of students in the geomatics program at UAA. Professional Land Surveyors who are also members 
of the National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES) and, or the Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) can be influential in helping to embrace and control GIS 
as well.  We as professional surveyors need to direct the course of our profession and not give away the 
power to others.  GIS professionals are increasing exponentially when compared to land surveyors.  The 
education and direction of a GIS professional by a professional land surveyor versed in the principles of 
boundary law and traditional surveying as well as having the working knowledge of GIS I believe could 
be a vital key to our future as land surveyors. Δ   

GIS - “Get it Surveyed” or “Get 
Involved Surveyors”

The last few months I have been really taking a serious look 
at what some might consider the land surveyor’s arch nemesis, 
Geographic Information Systems or GIS.  We have all heard the 
popular saying among surveyors and have probably even said it 
ourselves a few times.   “What does GIS really stand for?  Get
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BEYOND MEASUREMENT: THE KEY TO SURVIVAL
John Stock

Back in the day: Okay don’t groan. This is not another dinosaur Stock’s tale of physical 
adventure. I have been looking for an explanation of why surveyors have done a great job of 
ignoring their duty as land boundary experts and allowing kindred members of the geospatial 
industry to rob them of their rightful place. 

My own career starting in 1966 is a prime example. The tools of the trade were a transit, steel 
tape, and dumpy level and “Philadelphia” level rod. The crew was at least three and sometimes 
four members. Everyone had a specific duty and all had to perform correctly to achieve results. 
Consider a boundary traverse in the high country. There was the party chief, the instrument man, 
and the brush cutter at a minimum. The instrument man (gunner) sometimes doubled as the tail 
chain, the party chief head chained and took the notes. He also assisted in clearing line. All the 
equipment was mechanical, without batteries, all data was hand written and information was 
yelled back and forth between crew members. You get the idea now how easily blunders could 
occur. Then came the office grind and a real grind it was. The  task of looking up numbers in 
trig tables, more writing, calculating sometimes with a pencil and if lucky a primitive calculator 
like a Singer, Monroe or Friden the size of a TV set that would add, subtract, multiply and divide 
contributed to the tedious and mind numbing drill. Then came adjustments, Transit rule, compass 
rule, filling out a sheet and more computations by double meridian distance to get an area. This 
was hard, brain sucking work that had to be done perfectly. Chasing down a blundered calcula-
tion in this myriad of numbers was a true nightmare. With all this to perform it would seem very 
difficult if not incredibly budget blowing to do any real research. After all you would have to go 
down to the courthouse, ask questions of staff, dig through books, and make more notes, make 
copies and pay for them. Many didn’t bother to do this critical step. Oh, and don’t forget getting 
ahold of the appropriate GLO notes and plats. Expert MEASURING dominated the labor effort.

Not reading Clark, Skelton and especially Brown in those days was standard procedure. The 
surveyor might have owned the books but rarely cracked them (just like today huh?) And don’t 
forget the various BLM manuals of Instruction that our State Boards and Legislators saddled 
us with, requiring us (at least in our minds) to do it “their way”. Because we were so busy 
measuring we didn’t read. Had someone in the sixties started blowing the bugle we wouldn’t be in this 
situation today. The information was always there if a person were to read carefully and complete-
ly, not taking paragraphs out of context. One prime example is the doctrine of cardinal equiva-
lents in a proportion solution in the various manuals. In my travels as a seminar presenter I would 
usually ask the crowd if they had ever heard the term. A few hands would go up. This is a room 
of over 150 people! The next question was “did you ever apply them”?” Most did not.

The expert measuring crutch has long ago been ripped from us by the very technology we pay for 
and worship. To maintain the PROFESSION of Land Surveying we have to reinvent ourselves 
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into solving land boundary problems as far as the law will allow. Boundary is all we have left 
to be a unique group in the land identification industry. The process of examining, licensing and 
regulating surveyors must be protected at all costs. To be this new kind of surveyor, you have to 
READ, STUDY, Attend Classes whether in person or on line. This is the true labor of the 21st 
century surveyor. I for one don’t want the 21st century surveyor to be the last. Δ 
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Call for “standardization” in modeling stochastic 

values for geospatial data: 
Timely or Premature?

Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE
Global COGO, Inc. – Las Cruces, NM 88003

September 22, 2014

Introduction:

The issue of spatial (especially geospatial) data accuracy is becoming increasingly relevant as more and 
more disciplines and users worldwide use 3-D digital spatial data and as they make important decisions 
based on the known (or unknown) quality of those data.

The global spatial data model (GSDM) [www.globalcogo.com/gsdmdefn.pdf] consists of a functional 
model (equations and geometry) and a stochastic model that is used to establish, track, and report the 
statistical characteristics  standard deviation  [www.globalcogo.com/ accuracy.pdf]  of any/all elements 
derived from the values stored in a BURKORDTM data base [www.globalcogo.com/burkord.html].

The Goal:

The goal is for all users to be able to start with the same data (RINEX or otherwise) and to be able to 
compute network/local accuracy of a network of GPS points and get the same (or nearly so) estimates 
regardless of the “brand” software being used to perform the computations.  Currently one can start with 
the same RINEX files and obtain very similar ΔX/ΔY/ΔZ baseline components regardless of the vendor 
software being used.  A least squares adjustment of these baseline components determines the adjusted 
coordinates for the network.  Currently, the estimates of network and local accuracies computed from the 
covariance matrix of the results of the adjustment appear to be dependent upon the brand of software being 
used to determine the covariance matrix of the baseline components (from the RINEX data).  The GSDM 
provides a framework for such standardization.   

Drivers:

This particular effort is driven by:

 • A discussion [http://surveyorconnect.com/index.php] on the “Surveyor Connect” bulletin   
 board in which users provide input with regard to how GPS data are used to estimate uncertainty   
 (make sure you go to the top of the post) [http:surveyorconnect.com/php?mode=thread&id=2801  
 21#280391].

 • Efforts by the author to get a handle on the issues of network accuracy and local accuracy  
 [www.globalcogo.com/stddevlocalnetwork.pdf] for spatial data.

 • A request [www.globalcogo.com/bigdata.html] from NOAA in March 2014 for 
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 information on how to exploit the commercial value of the vast spatial data holdings of the   
 agency.  I responded.

 •  A need to organize material to be included in a planned Second Edition of the book “The   
 3-D Global Spatial Data Model: Foundation of the Spatial Data Infrastructure” by the author and   
 published by CRC Press in 2008. 

Observations, opinions, and subsequent research:

1. The discussion on the Surveyor Connect bulletin board includes a number of excellent points   
and some obvious opinions. A discriminating reader chooses what to believe.  
 
 a. I believe that open respectful discussion is healthy and aspire to contribute accordingly. 
 
 b. The original post identified six different options.  My comments are directed to option 5   
 in which the user has access to the baseline vector components and the associated baseline 
 covariance matrix.  The user should get the same answer for the vector components regardless of  
 whether those baselines were computed from RINEX data, obtained from a given RTK 
 controller, or assembled from a mixture of baseline data collected at different times by different   
 brands of  equipment.  If that stipulation leads to the conclusion that this discussion is premature,  
 so be it. 
 
 c. Otherwise, I believe the procedures described in the following section can be used to put   
 (or keep) many users on “the same page.”

2. The first edition of the 3-D book (Burkholder 2008) contains a discussion of and examples of 
network and local accuracies – see chapters 11 and 12.
 
 a. Soler and Smith (2010) take exception to the material in the book in their article 
 “Rigorous Estimation of Local Accuracy.”
 
 b. In deference to their high level of technical insight, I was initially very worried that I   
 had made an error, misinterpreted the concepts, or omitted important material from the book.    
 But, the more I dug into it, the more I became convinced of the validity of the procedures    
 as published in the 3-D book.
 
 c. According to accepted technical publication standards, I wrote a “Discussion” of their 
 article pointing out what I felt was a mistake on their part.  In such a case, the authors are given   
 an opportunity to write a “Closure.”  My Discussion (Burkholder 2012) and their Closure   
 (Soler and Smith 2012) are both published in the February 2012 issue of the ASCE Journal of   
 Surveying Engineering.
 
 d. Still not satisfied with the Soler/Smith explanation, I wrote a separate “rebuttal” which   
 ASCE declined to publish.  Plan B included filing that rebuttal [www.globalglobalcogo.   
 com/stddevlocalnetwork.pdf] with the U.S. Copyright Office and posting same on    
 the Global COGO web site.
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 e. The rebuttal confirms the validity of my work.  It also shows that Soler/Smith and I get   
 the “same” answer for all 3 examples – short, medium, and long lines.     

3. But, that is not the end of the story.  The last paragraph of the “rebuttal” states that additional work 
on network/local accuracy involves changing the tolerance imposed on the “anchor” point of the GPS net-
work.  The rebuttal paper holds the standard deviation of the anchor point at 0.010 meters in each X/Y/Z 
direction. Subsequent tests were conducted for tolerances of 0.002 meters, 1.0 meters, and 5.0 meters.  The 
point of additional tests was to show that network accuracy “followed” the degradation of tolerance at the 
anchor point while the “local” accuracy continued to be governed by the correlation (and the quality) of 
measurements between points. 

 a. Subsequent tests verified that hypothesis but raised additional questions.

 b. Results of the Soler/Smith method do not agree with proven results when standard 
 deviations of 1.0 m and 5.0 m are assigned to the anchor point.

 c. Using different brands of software to compute baseline components and associated 
 covariance matrices provided even different results – not good!

4. I make mistakes when performing these tests and computations.  I have therefore checked and 
re-checked my work and hope that any discrepancies others find will be reported back to me.  In the best 
case, any discrepancies others find will not adversely affect tentative conclusions.  We’ll see.

 a. The additional work performed is reported [www.globalcogo.com/networklocal.html] on   
 the Global COGO web site.

 b. The computational procedures are all “standard” and documented.

 c. Trimble results appear to be the most consistent.

 d. Thales and Topcon report baseline statistics as standard deviations and correlations   
 whereas the Trimble baseline statistics are variances and covariances.  I converted the    
 standard deviations and correlations to variances and covariances in order to make the    
 comparisons legitimate.

 e. Leica software is available in the surveying lab at NMSU.  Attempts to compute baseline   
 components and statistics from RINEX files have not been successful.

 f. From one vendor to another, the network/local accuracy trends remain consistent with   
 the hypothesis, but the magnitudes of the computed accuracies are, I think, significantly different  
 (and unrealistic?).

 g. Several vendors are looking at the results I’ve posted but, so far, feedback from the 
 vendors has been minimal and guarded.  What might it take for vendors to “buy in” to RINEX   
 type consistency for stochastic results for spatial data?  
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5. Many issues being dealt with on the Surveyor Connect bulletin board (not just thread on RTK 
uncertainty) come under the GSDM umbrella in one way or another.  That is particularly true for issues 
of map projections, grid/ground differences, basis of bearing, and many others.  If NOAA, as a federal 
agency, could and would adopt a world-wide standard for digital spatial data and for spatial data accuracy 
it would eliminate many problems related to miscommunication among spatial data users.  I hope to live 
a long time yet but I doubt such will happen in my life-time.  But, that does not mean we should not try!

6. After sending the response to NOAA, I contacted CRC Press and suggested the time might be right 
for additional promotion of the 3-D book.  Their response was to ask about preparing a Second Edition.  
The Author’s Agreement has been signed.  A Second Edition will contain information on least squares ad-
justment, an expansion of the network/local accuracy material, additional examples, and more arguments 
as to the benefits of the entire spatial data community using an integrated model for 3-D digital spatial 
data.

7. When an entire network is based upon vectors computed by the same brand software, the resulting 
network and local accuracies should be legitimate.  Two GPS network examples are posted on the Global 
COGO web site – one is based upon Trimble vectors and the other is based upon Topcon vectors.  Both 
examples exhibit impressive results.  A third example network on campus utilizing a mixture of brand vec-
tors is still being computed and evaluated.  That effort is currently frustrated due to making sure “apples” 
are being compared with “apples.” 

a. Trimble network link is http://www.globalcogo.com/nmsunet1.pdf 

b. The Topcon network link is http://www.globalcogo.com/3DGPS.pdf   

References:
Burkholder, E.F. 2012; Discussion of “Rigorous Estimation of Local Accuracies” by T. Soler and D. 
Smith, Journal of Surveying Engineering, Vol. 138, No. 1, pp 46-48.
Burkholder, E.F. 2008; “The 3-D Global Spatial Data Model: Foundation of the Spatial Data Infra-
structure,” CRC Press – Taylor & Francis Group, Boca Raton, London, New York.
Soler, T. and D. Smith 2012; Closure for “Rigorous Estimation of Local Accuracies” by T. Soler and D. 
Smith, Journal of Surveying Engineering, Vol. 138, No. 1, pp 48-50.
Soler, T. and D. Smith 2010, “Rigorous Estimation of Local Accuracy,” ASCE Journal of Surveying En-
gineering, Vol. 136, No. 3, pp 120-125. 
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TOMORROW’S CST

CERTIFYING 
ESSENTIAL 
SKILLS

lmost everyone I talk to about surveying education 
has heard of the National Society of Professional 
Surveyors Certified Survey Technician (CST) 
program. And 
why not! The 

nationally recognized CST program 
is a great success story. Inaugurated 
in 1988, the program has grown 
each year under the guidance of a 
committed CST board of directors. 
There are currently 1695 active CSTs 
nationally. Consisting of four levels 
with both an office and field track 
for level two, three, and four, the 
program is increasingly recognized 
by both industry and academia as a 
valuable contribution to the surveying educational landscape. 

With each passing year more and more organizations are requiring 
CST certification as a condition of employment or advancement. 
Technical colleges are beginning to use the CST exam for exit 

competency requirements. Many Departments of transportation, 
construction companies, and professional service providers are looking 
for qualified people and are using CST certification as a specific 

demonstration of competency. 
More and more companies are 
strengthening their internal quality 
assurance—risk management 
programs by requiring field personnel 
to be CST certified. The trajectory of 
the program is on the rise.

Individual surveying technicians 
are realizing the importance of 
certification for career advance-
ment. The U.S. Department of Labor 
is projecting surveying and mapping 
technician job growth from 2012 

levels to 2022 at 14%. The median wage of a technician in May of 
2012 was $39,670 with the top 10% earnings in excess of $65,000. 
While it is understood that the demand for survey and mapping 
technicians is cyclical in nature, subject to overall economic factors, 

» GLEN THUROW, PS, CFedS

“...more and more 
organizations are requiring 

CST certification as a 
condition of employment  

or advancement.”

Displayed with permission • The American Surveyor • October 2014 • Copyright 2014 Cheves Media • www.Amerisurv.com
Reprinteded with permission • The American Surveyor • October 2014  

Copyright 2014 Cheves Media • www.Amerisurv.com
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the prospects for skilled, trained, experience 
individuals are steadily increasing as the 
economy improves.

In order to help increase this upward 
trend and help prospective CST candidates 
prepare for the CST examinations and 
rewarding careers within the surveying 
and mapping profession, a training website 
is being developed by Spatial Media, LLC, 
publishers of American Surveyor magazine. 
NSPS has endorsed Spatial Media as the 
provider of online training materials for 
CST. Currently Level one is available at 
www.LearnCST.com with levels two and 
three under development. Because the 
nature Level four differs significantly in 
format and content from the other levels it 
will not be offered in this venue.

While there is no fee during the beta 
testing period and registration is open to all, 
eventually a modest fee will be instituted in 
order to facilitate further development and 
site maintenance. Any profits generated will 

be shared between NSPS and Spatial Media. 
The training website is an important 

addition to the CST program for a number 
of reasons. First, this will help increase the 
pass rate for all three levels by preparing 
students for what they will encounter on the 
actual exam. This will be accomplished by 
presentation of materials on each of the work 
elements found for each level and by a prac-
tice quiz at the end of each topic. While the 
program is primarily asynchronous in nature, 
it will also offer synchronous opportunities 
as well. These opportunities will be through a 
moderator who will monitor and participate 
in online forums for each work element at 
each level by answering questions, providing 
specific feedback, and holding online office 
hours at regular intervals. The online office 
hours will enable a “chat” environment 
and facilitate a more interactive approach 
found in a traditional classroom setting. This 
will also encourage interaction between 
students in the course and help create 
an active learning environment found in 

traditional classrooms. 
It’s important to let 
students know that 
they are not alone in 
their effort but are 
part of a dynamic, 
involved community 
of learners committed 
to success in their 
chosen area of study. 

A second important factor concerning 
the site is that some surveying companies 
cannot afford the time to properly mentor 
and prepare their personnel. They may 
recognize the importance of furthering the 
education and skills of their personnel but 
are unable to devote the resources required 
to achieve that worthwhile goal. The site 
will help alleviate this shortfall and level 
the playing field opportunity wise. Any 
technician willing to invest the time and 
effort required will be able to prepare for the 
exam and advance their career potential in 

the profession. There will be less likelihood 
of a surprise come exam time and a more 
favorable outcome assured. 

Additionally, as levels two and three are 
developed, it is anticipated that the site 
will help the CST exam candidate decide 
the appropriate exam level based on their 
level of knowledge and experience. Often, 
an individual is unsure exactly where 
they stand on the educational continuum 
and may take a test beyond their current 
knowledge and experience base. The Learn 
CST site will help to alleviate this problem 
by allowing the technician to experiment at 
different levels. When they have mastered a 
particular level on the CST training site they 
can be more confident that the actual CST 
exam will be successfully completed. 

The website can be utilized by study 
groups either within an organization or 
geographical area as a basis for topic discus-
sion based on the work elements for each 
level. Areas that require further study on the 
part of group members can be identified and 

insights shared. These same groups can take 
the actual exam together either by traditional 
paper-based or computer based once a 
disinterested third party proctor is recruited. 

The CST program can also be used as a 
building block toward higher educational 
goals such as enrollment in a surveying 
degree program and serve as preparation 
for the NCEES Fundamentals of Surveying 
Exam. Since the FS exam in now computer 
based, the online CST site can help accli-
mate the individual to this environment. 

Going forward, it is anticipated that the 
CST website offerings will be continuously 
updated and refined to meet the chang-
ing nature of the surveying profession. 
Eventually, this online framework could 
serve as a foundation for more surveying 
educational offerings beyond CST. These 
updates would include core topics of 
Geographic Information Systems, land 
Information Systems, photogrammetry, and 
geodesy, as well as consideration of tech-
nological impacts on the profession such as 
laser scanning, unmanned aerial vehicles, 
remote sensing, and advancements in 
Global Navigational Satellite Systems. 

Online training courses hold great 
promise and can represent a new paradigm 
for surveying education at a technical level. 
With emphasis on practical applications of 
skill based surveying education they can 
be designed to be learner-centered with 
specific objectives and outcomes. The Learn 
CST website is a humble beginning in this 
worthwhile endeavor. ◾

Glen Thurow is a licensed surveyor and 
educator New Mexico. He is also a Certified 
Federal Surveyor, past president of the NM 
Professional Surveyors, and former NSPS 
Governor for the state. He currently serves 
on the NM State Board of Licensure for 
Professional Engineers and Professional 
Surveyors.

“ ...there is no fee during the beta testing 
period and registration is open to all.”

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM ©DMITRY KALINOVSKY
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DEGREES MINUTES SECONDS DECIMAL
45 22 54 45.38166667

SECONDS D.MS.SS
22.9 54 45.2254

THE FORMULA FOR CELL H6 IS =E3+(INT(F6)/100)+(G6/10000)

DECIMAL MINUTES

CELLS E3, F3, &G3 ARE DATA INPUT
THE FORMULA FOR CELL H3 IS =E3+(F3*(1/60))+(G3*(1/60)*(1/60))

THE FORMULA FOR CELL F6 IS =(H3 INT(H3))*60
THE FORMULA FOR CELL G6 IS =(F6 INT(F6))*60

A little ditty for November

412 N. Dal Paso 

Hobbs, NM 88240 

Tel: (575) 393-3117 

Fax: (575) 393-3450

www.jwsc.biz

Converting degrees, minutes, seconds to decimal degrees and back. 
Jason E. Foose R.L.S. 
Mohave County Surveyor
rls43185@gmail.com



 
Your Career Opportunities

Become a Certified Survey Technician (CST)

ENHANCE
Your Career Opportunities

Become a Certified Survey Technician (CST)

learn more at nsps.us.com
+1 (240) 439-4615 Ext. 112

This four-level certifi cation program 
indicates offi cial recognition by NSPS 
that a person can perform surveying 
tasks at a specifi c technical level. 
Certifi cation provides employers with a 
method of determining job assignments 
and advancement since certifi cation is 
an indication of one’s ability to perform 
specifi c job tasks. Increase Your Skills. 
Enhance Your Career Opportunities. Set a 
Straight Course to Your Future. Become 
a Certifi ed Survey Technician (CST)! 

Image courtesy of the 
Korec Group, UK
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National Geodetic Survey   Positioning America for the Future geodesy.noaa.gov

NOAA’s National Geodetic Survey (NGS)  
has initiated an ambitious program to re-define 
the vertical datum of the United States by the 
year . The project is titled Gravity for the 
Redefinition of the American Vertical Datum,  
or GRAV-D.

Why do we need a new vertical datum?
The new gravity-based vertical datum will 
be accurate at the -cm level throughout 
most of the United States. The current vertical 
datum, NAVD , is known to be biased by 
approximately -cm, with a -m tilt across 
the conterminous United States.
Orthometric heights—unlike ellipsoidal 
heights—may be used to accurately predict 
water-flow patterns, land slide/slump risk, and 
other factors affected by Earth’s gravity field.
Currently, the Global Positioning System 
(GPS) provides only ellipsoidal heights, but 
a new GRAV-D-derived datum will facilitate 
rapid access to orthometric heights.
The GRAV-D Project will provide . billion 
in socio-economic benefits to the United 
States including costs avoided by improved 
floodplain maps and management.

GRAV-D consists of three major campaigns. 
First: A high-resolution “snapshot” of gravity  
in the United States. The entire United States 
and its holdings will be flown in the following 
order of priority: Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands, Alaska, the Gulf coast, the Great Lakes, 
the east and west coasts of the continental United 
States, Hawaii, the American Pacific island 

holdings, and the interior of the continental 
United States. To see your state’s progress,  
go to: http://geodesy.noaa.gov/GRAV-D/ 
data.shtml.
Second: A low-resolution “movie” of  
gravity changes. Primarily a terrestrial 
campaign, the second phase will involve 
periodic visits to Absolute Gravity sites to 
monitor changes in gravity over time. This 
phase will allow time-dependent geoid 
modeling—and thus time-dependent 
orthometric height monitoring—through 
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 
technology. A steering committee comprised 
of members of the scientific community will 
advise NGS on this project phase.
Third: Regional partnership surveys.
The GRAV-D Project seeks to collaborate 
with local partners (governmental,  
commercial, and academic) willing to  
support airborne or terrestrial surveys or  
to monitor local variations in the gravity 
field. Please see our contact information, 
below, if your organization would like to 
participate. 

For more information, contact NGS:
On the Web 
http://geodesy.noaa.gov/GRAV-D

By email
 Vicki.Childers@noaa.gov 

GRAV-D: Gravity for the Redefinition 
of the American Vertical Datum
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GRAV-D: Gravity for the Redefinition 
of the American Vertical Datum
  

Within NOS, NOAA’s National Geodetic Survey (NGS) has a federal mandate to provide accurate posi-
tioning, including heights, to all federal non-military mapping activities in the USA. In 2007, NOAA’s 
National Geodetic Survey (NGS) embarked on the GRAV-D Project, one of the most ambitious projects 
in the history of the agency. 
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Refer to the NGS GRAV-D: Gravity for the Redefinition of the American Vertical Datum flyer included here-
with. This has been a huge undertaking by NGS and just recently I have come across some results as shown 
in the attached OPUS solutions shown herein. These two solutions are provided to show that if the extended 
output is selected when submitting the data file, the output shows an approximate orthometric height above the 
future geopotential datum. As stated in the early releases of the project, the current vertical datum, NAVD88, is 
known to be biased by approximately 50cm with a 1m tilt across the conterminous United States. The results 
shown for the OPUS solution show the differences as being in this 50cm region.

1.OPUS solution: Lat 34 41 45.64569N, Long: 107 53 10.12233W, Ortho ht 2271.771m(NAVD88-
Geoid12A)   See end of report(abridged) for the Ortho Ht (future geopotential datum)=2272.302 
(USGG2012,GRS80,IGS08) Delta=-0.469m
2.OPUS solution: Lat 35 32 27.14157N, Long: 106 08 27.36653W, Ortho ht 1832.266m(NAVD88-
Geoid12A)  See end of report(abridged) for the Ortho Ht (future geopotential datum)=1831.813 
(USGG2012,GRS80,IGS08) Delta=-0.453m.

OpusS_PT100_NMC_H000-9050_edit_A
                              NGS OPUS SOLUTION REPORT
                              ========================
All computed coordinate accuracies are listed as peak-to-peak values.
For additional information: http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/OPUS/about.jsp#accuracy

      USER: dawsonsurveys@gmail.com                 DATE: October 17, 2014
RINEX FILE: 6721131p.12o                            TIME: 22:26:15 UTC

  SOFTWARE: page5  1209.04 master50.pl 022814      START: 2012/05/10  15:07:00
 EPHEMERIS: igs16874.eph [precise]                  STOP: 2012/05/10  22:18:00
  NAV FILE: brdc1310.12n                        OBS USED: 18742 / 19137   :  98%
  ANT NAME: TRM33429.00+GP  NONE             # FIXED AMB:    69 /    72   :  96%
ARP HEIGHT: 0.000                            OVERALL RMS: 0.013(m)

 REF FRAME: NAD_83(2011)(EPOCH:2010.0000)              IGS08 (EPOCH:2012.3573)

       LAT:   35 32 27.14157      0.009(m)        35 32 27.15894      0.009(m)
     E LON:  253 51 32.63347      0.008(m)       253 51 32.58878      0.008(m)
     W LON:  106  8 27.36653      0.008(m)       106  8 27.41122      0.008(m)
    EL HGT:         1812.630(m)   0.007(m)              1811.674(m)   0.007(m)
 ORTHO HGT:         1832.266(m)   0.019(m) [NAVD88 (Computed using GEOID12A)]

                        UTM COORDINATES    STATE PLANE COORDINATES
                         UTM (Zone 13)         SPC (3002 NM C)
Northing (Y) [meters]     3933625.094           503581.095
Easting (X)  [meters]      396575.263           509889.385
Convergence  [degrees]    -0.66326568           0.06339766
Point Scale                0.99973181           0.99990120
Combined Factor            0.99944746           0.99961680

      STATE PLANE COORDINATES - U.S. Survey Foot
         SPC (3002    NM C)
Northing (Y) [feet]        1652165.643
Easting  (X) [feet]        1672862.091
Convergence  [degrees]      0.06339766
Point Scale                 0.99990120
Combined Factor             0.99961680

              ** Orthometric Heights Above Future Geopotential Datum.

Prototype orthometric heights are now being made available as a precursor to the completion
of GRAV-D and the replacement of NAVD 88 with a new geopotential reference system.  The
following height reflects the current best estimate of the true orthometric height, based on
the existing gravimetric geoid model.  This height is subject to change as data and modeling
for the gravimetric geoid change throughout the lifetime of the GRAV-D project, or as new
realizations of the ITRF are adopted.  However, at the completion of GRAV-D, these heights will
supersede the NAVD 88 heights

APPROX ORTHO HGT:   1831.813 (m) [PROTOTYPE (Computed using USGG2012,GRS80,IGS08)]

This position and the above vector components were computed without any
knowledge by the National Geodetic Survey regarding the equipment or
field operating procedures used.

Page 1
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OpusS_PT100_NMW_H000_B
                              NGS OPUS SOLUTION REPORT
                              ========================

All computed coordinate accuracies are listed as peak-to-peak values.
For additional information: http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/OPUS/about.jsp#accuracy

      USER: dawsonsurveys@gmail.com                 DATE: October 08, 2014
RINEX FILE: 7425253o.14o                            TIME: 16:40:45 UTC

  SOFTWARE: page5  1209.04 master51.pl 022814      START: 2014/09/10  14:32:00
 EPHEMERIS: igs18093.eph [precise]                  STOP: 2014/09/10  22:36:00
  NAV FILE: brdc2530.14n                        OBS USED: 19101 / 19565   :  98%
  ANT NAME: TRM33429.00+GP  NONE             # FIXED AMB:    63 /    69   :  91%
ARP HEIGHT: 0.000                            OVERALL RMS: 0.013(m)

 REF FRAME: NAD_83(2011)(EPOCH:2010.0000)              IGS08 (EPOCH:2014.6925)

       LAT:   34 41 45.64569      0.002(m)        34 41 45.66149      0.002(m)
     E LON:  252  6 49.87767      0.008(m)       252  6 49.83097      0.008(m)
     W LON:  107 53 10.12233      0.008(m)       107 53 10.16903      0.008(m)
    EL HGT:         2251.901(m)   0.023(m)              2250.964(m)   0.023(m)
 ORTHO HGT:         2272.771(m)   0.043(m) [NAVD88 (Computed using GEOID12A)]

                        UTM COORDINATES    STATE PLANE COORDINATES
                         UTM (Zone 13)         SPC (3003 NM W)
Northing (Y) [meters]     3843125.032           409862.008
Easting (X)  [meters]      235624.537           825161.553
Convergence  [degrees]    -1.64381084          -0.03006164
Point Scale                1.00046157           0.99991696
Combined Factor            1.00010805           0.99956363

       STATE PLANE COORDINATES - U.S. Survey Foot
         SPC (3003    NM W)
Northing (Y) [feet]        1344688.938
Easting  (X) [feet]        2707217.528
Convergence  [degrees]     -0.03006164
Point Scale                 0.99991696
Combined Factor             0.99956363

              ** Orthometric Heights Above Future Geopotential Datum.

Prototype orthometric heights are now being made available as a precursor to the completion
of GRAV-D and the replacement of NAVD 88 with a new geopotential reference system.  The
following height reflects the current best estimate of the true orthometric height, based on
the existing gravimetric geoid model.  This height is subject to change as data and modeling
for the gravimetric geoid change throughout the lifetime of the GRAV-D project, or as new
realizations of the ITRF are adopted.  However, at the completion of GRAV-D, these heights will
supersede the NAVD 88 heights

APPROX ORTHO HGT:   2272.302 (m) [PROTOTYPE (Computed using USGG2012,GRS80,IGS08)]

This position and the above vector components were computed without any
knowledge by the National Geodetic Survey regarding the equipment or
field operating procedures used.
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OpusS_PT100_NMC_H000-9050_edit_A
                              NGS OPUS SOLUTION REPORT
                              ========================
All computed coordinate accuracies are listed as peak-to-peak values.
For additional information: http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/OPUS/about.jsp#accuracy

      USER: dawsonsurveys@gmail.com                 DATE: October 17, 2014
RINEX FILE: 6721131p.12o                            TIME: 22:26:15 UTC

  SOFTWARE: page5  1209.04 master50.pl 022814      START: 2012/05/10  15:07:00
 EPHEMERIS: igs16874.eph [precise]                  STOP: 2012/05/10  22:18:00
  NAV FILE: brdc1310.12n                        OBS USED: 18742 / 19137   :  98%
  ANT NAME: TRM33429.00+GP  NONE             # FIXED AMB:    69 /    72   :  96%
ARP HEIGHT: 0.000                            OVERALL RMS: 0.013(m)

 REF FRAME: NAD_83(2011)(EPOCH:2010.0000)              IGS08 (EPOCH:2012.3573)

       LAT:   35 32 27.14157      0.009(m)        35 32 27.15894      0.009(m)
     E LON:  253 51 32.63347      0.008(m)       253 51 32.58878      0.008(m)
     W LON:  106  8 27.36653      0.008(m)       106  8 27.41122      0.008(m)
    EL HGT:         1812.630(m)   0.007(m)              1811.674(m)   0.007(m)
 ORTHO HGT:         1832.266(m)   0.019(m) [NAVD88 (Computed using GEOID12A)]

                        UTM COORDINATES    STATE PLANE COORDINATES
                         UTM (Zone 13)         SPC (3002 NM C)
Northing (Y) [meters]     3933625.094           503581.095
Easting (X)  [meters]      396575.263           509889.385
Convergence  [degrees]    -0.66326568           0.06339766
Point Scale                0.99973181           0.99990120
Combined Factor            0.99944746           0.99961680

      STATE PLANE COORDINATES - U.S. Survey Foot
         SPC (3002    NM C)
Northing (Y) [feet]        1652165.643
Easting  (X) [feet]        1672862.091
Convergence  [degrees]      0.06339766
Point Scale                 0.99990120
Combined Factor             0.99961680

              ** Orthometric Heights Above Future Geopotential Datum.

Prototype orthometric heights are now being made available as a precursor to the completion
of GRAV-D and the replacement of NAVD 88 with a new geopotential reference system.  The
following height reflects the current best estimate of the true orthometric height, based on
the existing gravimetric geoid model.  This height is subject to change as data and modeling
for the gravimetric geoid change throughout the lifetime of the GRAV-D project, or as new
realizations of the ITRF are adopted.  However, at the completion of GRAV-D, these heights will
supersede the NAVD 88 heights

APPROX ORTHO HGT:   1831.813 (m) [PROTOTYPE (Computed using USGG2012,GRS80,IGS08)]

This position and the above vector components were computed without any
knowledge by the National Geodetic Survey regarding the equipment or
field operating procedures used.
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Andy Eby and crew busy with an NGS high 
accuracy leveling project in Puerto Rico back in 
2001. 
Andy Eby  PLS, RPLS
Paso Del Norte Surveying Inc.
El Paso, TX 79938
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NMSU Surveying Engineering Students involved with the NSPS NMPS Student Chapter 
are preparing for two community service projects. One project is the ASNMSU 
sponsored “Keep State Great”, held every year in an effort to clean up the University. 
The second project is done alongside the Southern Rio Grande Chapter (SRG) of NMPS 
as part of the “Keep Las Cruces Beautiful” program, which is done on a larger scope 
aimed at maintaining the beauty of Las Cruces. We recently met with some members of 
SRG NMPS and TSPS discussing this amongst other things. Below is a picture of the 
members that attended the meeting. 
 

 
From left to right 
Back row: Dr. Kurt Wurm, Isaac Camacho, Derek Lundin, Darryl Coster, Luis Landaverde,  
Dr. Ahmed Elaksher, Andy Eby and Larry Drewes. 
Front Row: Isabel Garcia, Kyle Walker, Diego Tavares, Nicollas Souza, Virginia Beck and  
Kery Greiner. 
 
 
The student chapter is also beginning the planning stages of a golf tournament which 
would be held in Albuquerque prior to the NMPS Annual Meeting as has been done in 
the past.  Details and whole sponsorship information will be coming soon.  
 
Although the location, dates and exact details of the competition have not yet been 
released, we have been notified that for the first time, the 2015 competition will 
feature two divisions, one for Associates degree programs and one for Bachelor’s degree 
programs. We look forward to this experience, and look forward to the greater 
participation.  We're excited to begin work on the competition which is planned to be a 
pre-development existing conditions mapping project. 
 
 

News from the Student Chapter

Kyle Walker  Δ
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NMSU Student Chapter of 
NSPS NMPS  

 

Surveying Engineering Polo Shirts for Sale 
$30.00 Each Plus Postage and Handling     

Please Contact                                                        
Kyle Walker: kwalk14@nmsu.edu                          

or                                                                                       
Dr. Kurt Wurm: kwurm@nmsu.edu       

Details:                                                                
Logo Shown Below Embroidered on 100% 
Polyester Polo in Either White or Burgundy 

Pictures Available Upon Request 
 

 

Annual NMPS Llano Estacado Chapter - TSPS 
Permian Basin Chapter Seminar & Golf Tournament

Photo sent in by Gary Eidson 

FEMA hosts first TMAC meeting NSPS 
The FEMA Technical Mapping Advisory Council (TMAC) 
held its first meeting Sept. 30-Oct. 1 in Reston, Virginia. 
The TMAC was established by Congress in the Biggert-Wa-
ters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012 and Homeowners 
Flood Insurance Affordability Act of 2014 to review the na-
tional flood mapping program and make recommendations 
to FEMA. The committee, which includes NSPS member 
(and Past President) Wendy Lathrop, PLS, CFM, is tasked 
with developing recommendations for FEMA's flood map-
ping program to ensure that flood insurance rate maps reflect 
sound science, and are based on the best available method-
ologies for considering the impact of climate change and 
future development on flood risk. The panel will also pro-
duce a Review of the Mapping Program, a Future Condi-
tions Risk Assessment and Modeling Report, and an Annual 
Report on Activities to include recommendations. 

Labor Department denies Congressional request to rescind Davis-Bacon rule on survey crews 
The U.S. Department of Labor has turned down a request from three committee and subcommittee 
chairmen of the U.S. House of Representatives to reverse a March 2013 policy that expanded applica-
tion of the Davis-Bacon Act, classifying members of survey crews as "laborers and mechanics." NSPS 
Executive Director Curtis Sumner, government affairs consultant John Palatiello and lobbyist John 

"JB" Byrd met with Labor Department officials on 
September 30 to seek a revision and narrowing of the new 
policy. Details of the meeting will be reported in a future 
edition of NSPS News & Views.
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Ira Hardin
Hardin Engineering
Las Cruces, NM

Keith Stickford 
North Star Land Surveying
La Jara, NM 

Thomas Johnston
Wayjohn Surveying Inc. 
Albuquerque, NM

Glen Thurow 
Land Links & Consulting Services, 
LLC 
Albuquerque, NM

Salvador Vigil
Land Surveying Co, LLC
Santa Fe, NM

Sustaining Membership 
The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico 
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Please contact the NMPS office for more 

information or to upgrade your existing membership.

Tim Aldrich 
Aldrich Land Surveying 
Albuquerque, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Global Cogo, Inc.
Las Cruces, NM 

Isaac Camacho
Brock & Bustillos Inc.
Las Cruces, NM 

Douglas W. Copeland 
Douglas W. Copeland PEPS
T or C, NM 

Marc A. DePauli 
DePauli Engineering & 
Surveying, LLC 
Gallup, NM

Kery Greiner
Diamondback Land Surveying
Mesilla Park, NM

Sustaining Members   

Thank you for  
  your support!



Flexibility & Performance – Leica GS14

The Leica Viva GS14 
is the most compact 
and powerful 
GNSS receiver. The 
integrated mobile 
communications and 
UHF modem means 
it is suited for any 
measuring task. 

Together with the 
leading GNSS RTK 
the Leica Viva 
GS14 meets the 
highest standards 
for measurement 
technology.

Call 1-505-343-0007 for your demo + quote
Holman’s USA, LLC | 6201 Je� erson St. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87109 | www.Holmans.com | GSA Schedule Available

Schedule a Demo and 
find out more about our 
Trade-In Promotion!
Call 505-343-0007 today.

Hurry! This promotion ends 

December 31, 2014.
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